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VTOL Drones & Vertical Take-Off & Landing UAVs







VTOL UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) or Vertical Take-Off and Landing drones have the ability to take-off, fly and land vertically as well as hover in place. A typical VTOL UAV may be based around a helicopter design or may feature a multirotor design that incorporates four or more propellers. The propellers create both lift and propulsion for the UAS (Unmanned Aerial System).
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VTOL UAS SKELDAR V-150 










Types of VTOL unmanned aircraft include:

Single Rotor 

Also known as helicopter drones, these can be purpose built or converted from a previously piloted system. Helicopter UAS are rugged, often built to withstand harsh maritime environments and easily launched from the deck of a ship. They are used extensively for a variety of harsh environment, maritime, military and coastal operations.

Tandem Rotor

Similar to single rotor UAS, as the name suggests tandem rotor drone configurations feature two rotor sets, enabling them to carry heavy cargo and equipment. Favored for delivery and logistics applications, tandem rotors are often used to distribute equipment, medicines, tools and critical supplies in hard to access regions.

Coaxial Rotor

Coaxial technology is used to drive counter-rotating propellers. This has been employed effectively on cylindrical drones, resulting in a smaller surface area than traditional multirotors and so making them an easily transportable and deployable solution for tactical applications.
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Acecore Industrial Neo Heavy Lift Drone





Multirotors

Typically named with reference to the number of rotors in the configuration, the most common types of multrotor are:

	Quadcopters – four rotors/arms
	Hexacopters – six rotors/arms
	Octocopters – eight rotors/arms


Generally the greater the number of rotors, the more the UAS can lift, therefore hexacopters and octopters are usually chosen to carry heavier payloads such as high specification cameras for filming and cinematography work.












Indoor or Caged











These are effectively multirotor UAS with a roll cage fitted around the entire drone to protect people and the drone itself from damage due to collision. Ideally suited to working indoors they are often selected for inspection work in enclosed spaces such as tunnels, mine shafts and warehouses.
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Indoor Inspection Drone by Fixar










Tethered











Connected to a ground station by a physical cable or ‘tether’ which provides secure power and communications. Whilst altitude and distance is constricted by the cable, tethered drones are able to stay airborne for long periods of time making them ideal suited to surveillance and situation awareness applications.
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Elistair Safe-T tethered drone system










Hybrid VTOL

Combining VTOL capability with the standard forward propulsion of a fixed wing UAV many hybrid VTOL UAS incorporate rotary lift propellers into the unmanned aircraft’s wings, which then transition for forward flight, combining the advantages of vertical take-off and landing with the endurance capabilities of fixed wing drones.
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Sentaero BVLOS Hybrid VTOL UAV by Censys Technologies










eVTOL – Power and Propulsion

The majority of VTOL drones are eVTOL (electric vertical take-off and landing) powered by Lithium-Polymer (Li-Po) and Lithium-Ion (Li-ion) drone batteries. Although liquid fuels provide a higher energy density than batteries, they are typically only used by larger helicopter drones due to the weight of the fuel and the internal combustion engine. Hybrid fuel-electric systems are being developed that will combine the advantages of both methods.
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UVH-290E-eVTOL Unmanned Aircraft by UAVOS





Hydrogen fuel cells are available that provide a higher energy density than batteries and thus a greater endurance, while being lighter than combustion-based technologies. Solar cells are usually not used on multirotor VTOL UAV due to the relatively large surface area required to generate sufficient power.







VTOL UAS Payloads

VTOL UAS and multirotors may be equipped with a wide variety of payloads, including high-resolution cameras, multispectral sensors, LiDAR and environmental monitoring sensors such as CO2 and radiation detectors.
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X-LITE VTOL Drone with payload by Plymouth Rock Technologies










Advantages & Disadvantages: VTOL vs Fixed-Wing

VTOL drones have several advantages over fixed-wing unmanned aircraft. They require much less space to launch and recover, as they do not need to use a runway. They are suited to applications such as inspection and monitoring where the drone must maintain a fixed position for a period of time. They are generally more maneuverable than fixed-wing unmanned aircraft due to the ability to vary the relative speed of each rotor, thus creating changes in thrust and torque.

The main disadvantage compared to fixed-wing UAVs is the lower endurance. This is due to the fact that VTOL UAVs use their rotors to generate both lift and thrust, therefore requiring more power, whereas fixed-wing aircraft only require their propulsion system to generate thrust, as the lift is generated by the wings.












Commercial VTOL Drones







UAS with vertical take-off and landing capabilities are used extensively in commercial applications such as logistics & cargo delivery to oil rigs, ships and offshore installations. They are also used in powerline inspection as well as mapping and surveying work, environmental inspection, agritech and cinematography projects.
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Unmanned Helicopter Offshore Inspection by Anavia





Civil VTOL UAS







Many types of VTOL UAV are employed by law enforcement and public safety bodies to ensure the safety of personnel and the smooth running of public events. They can be used by surveillance teams to monitor traffic, airports and public gatherings such as festivals and demonstrations, as well as by search and rescue teams and first responders to deliver emergency & disaster relief, communications and medical supplies. Other civil applications include the monitoring of environmental disasters such as oil spills and wildfires.
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BRINC’s LEMUR S law enforcement drone





Military VTOL UAV







Rugged, reliable and easily transported and deployed, VTOL UAS are used tactically by armies, navies and marines worldwide. Capable of carrying multiple payloads such as cameras, thermal imaging equipment and LiDAR, they are ideally suited to ISTAR (Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance) operations. Tactical VTOL drones are also used in border and coastal patrol and anti piracy missions, as well as to deliver vital equipment and emergency supplies, and to provide advantageous situational awareness.
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Steadicopter's Black Eagle 50 Tactical Helicopter Drones
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Configuration

Any
Fixed Wing
Fixed Wing VTOL
Rotary Wing
- Coaxial
- Helicopter
- Hexarotor
- Octorotor
- Quadrotor

















Endurance

Any
<30 mins
30-60mins
1-2 hours
2-3 hours
3-4 hours
4-5 hours
5-10 hours
10-15 hours
15-24 hours
24 hours+








Payload

Any
0-5kg
5-10kg
10-15kg
15-20kg
20-30kg
30-50kg
50-75kg
75-100kg
100kg +
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Huntress – All Weather Drone
Versatile wind-resistant quadcopter drone
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Versatile wind-resistant quadcopter drone
...nd lift during VTOL operation, providing a performance advantage over traditional rotorcraft. ...  
View






















Falcon II LE Quadcopter
All-weather drone for law enforcement & emergency services
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All-weather drone for law enforcement & emergency services
...ric quadcopter drone specially designed for the needs of law enforcement and emergency services....  
View






















Huntress II VTOL Turbojet
Hybrid electric turbojet drone with heavy payload capacity
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Hybrid electric turbojet drone with heavy payload capacity
...nique turbojet UAV designed to operate alongside traditional turbine-powered helicopters. The...  
View






















Nyx Electric Quadcopter
Tactical UAS for ISR & RIF
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Tactical UAS for ISR & RIF
...s-free stealth UAV platform designed for ISR (intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance), RIF...  
View






















Sensus M4-E
A high-efficiency, medium-sized multirotor UAV system.
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A high-efficiency, medium-sized multirotor UAV system.
The Sensus M4-E is a variant of the Sensus M platform featuring four motors and a dual 6S 16Ah batte...  
View






















Sensus M4-P
A powerful, medium-sized, modular multirotor COTS/MOTS system.
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A powerful, medium-sized, modular multirotor COTS/MOTS system.
...zed multirotor UAV that features four motors and a dual  6S  6Ah or 22Ah battery pack, suitable...  
View






















Sensus M8-XE
A high-efficiency medium-sized multirotor UAV system with coaxial motors.
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A high-efficiency medium-sized multirotor UAV system with coaxial motors.
The Sensus M8-XE is a variant of the Sensus M platform and is a high-efficiency, medium-sized multir...  
View






















Sensus M4-H2
A hydrogen-powered, medium-sized multirotor UAV system.
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A hydrogen-powered, medium-sized multirotor UAV system.
...zed multirotor UAV. Featuring four motors and an Intelligent Energy 800W Hydrogen Fuel Cell suitable...  
View






















Sensus M8-XP
A powerful, medium-sized multirotor UAV system with coaxial motors.
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A powerful, medium-sized multirotor UAV system with coaxial motors.
...... or 25Ah battery pack. It is a powerful, medium-sized multirotor UAV with various payload...  
View






















Sensus L8-XP
A powerful, large-sized multirotor UAV system with coaxial motors.
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A powerful, large-sized multirotor UAV system with coaxial motors.
......It is a powerful large-sized multirotor UAV suitable for applications in a wide range of...  
View






















Sensus L4-H2
A large, hydrogen-powered, multirotor UAV.
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A large, hydrogen-powered, multirotor UAV.
The Sensus L4-H2 is a variant of the Sensus L platform featuring four motors and an Intelligent Ener...  
View






















Sensus L8-XT
A gas turbine-powered, large multirotor UAV system with coaxial motors.
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A gas turbine-powered, large multirotor UAV system with coaxial motors.
The Sensus L8-XT is a variant of the Sensus L platform featuring eight coaxial motors and a Fusion ...  
View






















Sensus L4-E
A high-efficiency, large-sized multirotor UAV system.
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A high-efficiency, large-sized multirotor UAV system.
...zed multirotor UAV with payloads for aerial imaging, surveying, surveillance, or precision...  
View






















AR3 Long-range VTOL UAV
Long-range maritime surveillance UAV with optional hybrid VTOL capability
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Long-range maritime surveillance UAV with optional hybrid VTOL capability
... hot-swappable VTOL variant, providing additional deployment flexibility and further lowering the...  
View






















Grey Whale G1
Heavy-lift cargo delivery helicopter UAV
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Heavy-lift cargo delivery helicopter UAV
...cargo delivery UAV specifically designed to solve the problem of accessing difficult-to-reach...  
View






















Shadow S3 Unmanned Helicopter
Portable long-endurance helicopter UAV 
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Portable long-endurance helicopter UAV 
...nce helicopter UAV provides flight times of up to 100 minutes, maximizing range and efficiency....  
View






















ScanLift Orbit
Versatile octocopter UAS with hybrid-electric powertrain
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Versatile octocopter UAS with hybrid-electric powertrain
The ScanLift Orbit is a modular octocopter UAS with a hybrid-electric powertrain based around an ele...  
View






















ScanLift Mini
Compact quadcopter drone with versatile payload capabilities
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Compact quadcopter drone with versatile payload capabilities
...nt. The rugged drone delivers flight times of up to 30 minutes and a top speed of 12 m/s, and has...  
View






















Galaxy
Heavy-lift helicopter UAV with direct drive electric tail system
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Heavy-lift helicopter UAV with direct drive electric tail system
...t single-rotor-UAV to use a direct drive electric tail system. Designed for surveying applications...  
View






















ScanLift M Series
Medium- to heavy-lift quadcopter with four- and eight-rotor configurations
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Medium- to heavy-lift quadcopter with four- and eight-rotor configurations
The ScanLift M Series is a professional medium- to heavy-lift multirotor UAS that allows professiona...  
View






















Skydio X10
Versatile quadcopter drone with advanced AI and imaging capabilities
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Versatile quadcopter drone with advanced AI and imaging capabilities
...act quadcopter drone that combines advanced AI with state-of-the-art high-resolution visual and...  
View






















Skydio X2
Rugged portable drone for tactical applications & asset inspection
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Rugged portable drone for tactical applications & asset inspection
...ged quadcopter drone equipped with powerful autonomy and 360-degree obstacle avoidance capabilities....  
View






















Skydio 2+
Compact autonomous drone for enterprise applications
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Compact autonomous drone for enterprise applications
...act quadcopter drone designed for enterprise applications such as asset inspection and construction...  
View






















Skydio X10D
Advanced military-grade quadcopter UAS for tactical operations
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Advanced military-grade quadcopter UAS for tactical operations
...art quadcopter drone designed to provide advanced situational awareness and manned-unmanned teaming...  
View






















FB3 Heavy-Lift Multirotor Drone
All-electric heavy payload UAV with 100 kg carrying capacity
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All-electric heavy payload UAV with 100 kg carrying capacity
...avy-lift cargo drone with an unmatched combination of carrying capacity and compact size. Able to...  
View






















X-P5
Multi-mission 7-metre wingspan folding-wing drone with hybrid electric/combustion engine powertrain
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Multi-mission 7-metre wingspan folding-wing drone with hybrid electric/combustion engine powertrain
... multi-mission VTOL fixed-wing UAV that can be equipped for cargo delivery or other sensor-enabled...  
View






















X-P6
Heavy-lift VTOL drone with 100 kg payload capacity & turbogenerator power
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Heavy-lift VTOL drone with 100 kg payload capacity & turbogenerator power
...ile heavy-lift VTOL fixed-wing UAV that can be equipped for cargo delivery or other sensor-enabled...  
View






















X-P4
Electric folding-wing UAV for critical logistics missions
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Electric folding-wing UAV for critical logistics missions
...ically-powered VTOL fixed-wing UAV designed specifically for logistics missions, with the ability to...  
View






















Falcon 10 Unmanned Helicopter
Electric unmanned helicopter with portable folding design
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Electric unmanned helicopter with portable folding design
...The helicopter UAV features a datalink that provides real-time HD image transmission at distances of...  
View






















Blowfish A3 Max Unmanned Helicopter
BVLOS unmanned helicopter with heavy payload capacity
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BVLOS unmanned helicopter with heavy payload capacity
...The helicopter UAV's detachable tail design make transportation and storage highly convenient. It...  
View






















QL Tandem Fixed Wing VTOL UAV
Long-endurance hybrid VTOL UAV with tandem-wing design
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Long-endurance hybrid VTOL UAV with tandem-wing design
...ormance hybrid VTOL (vertical take-off and landing) UAV with a tandem-wing design and four rotors,...  
View






















The Widow Drone
Rugged multi-mission quadcopter drone for military and law enforcement
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Rugged multi-mission quadcopter drone for military and law enforcement
The Widow Drone is a versatile quadcopter platform that can be equipped for a wide range of... ... multi-mission drone features replaceable accessory mounts, and arms that can be straightened out if... 
View






















Velos V3 Helicopter UAV
Small helicopter drone with fully redundant design
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Small helicopter drone with fully redundant design
...ted helicopter UAV can withstand high levels of rain, snow, wind and other extreme weather...  
View






















Velos POR Helicopter UAV
Unmanned helicopter with payload over rotor configuration
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Unmanned helicopter with payload over rotor configuration
...n for both the UAV and expensive payloads. The parachute is ejected in a fraction of a second and...  
View






















Penguin B Small UAV Airframe
Highly configurable fixed-wing UAV with wide range of options
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Highly configurable fixed-wing UAV with wide range of options
The Penguin B is a modular UAS that provides unmanned aircraft systems integrators with a wide range...  
View






















VXE30 VTOL UAS
Fully autonomous hybrid VTOL UAS for long-endurance ISR
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Fully autonomous hybrid VTOL UAS for long-endurance ISR
The VXE30 VTOL is the latest and most advanced version of the "Stalker" series UAS. It is a fully...  
View






















H620L Multirotor UAV Sprayer
Crop-spraying drone for agriculture use
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Crop-spraying drone for agriculture use
...L is a sprayer drone designed for agricultural purposes as well as for applications such as solar...  
View






















FDG50F Hybrid VTOL UAV Airframe
Long-endurance UAV frame with 10kg payload capacity
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Long-endurance UAV frame with 10kg payload capacity
...0F is a hybrid VTOL UAV that combines the manoeuvrability of multirotor platforms with the long...  
View






















FDG51 Heavy Load Tandem-Wing UAV
Heavy-payload drone with 55kg capacity
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Heavy-payload drone with 55kg capacity
...s a heavy-lift VTOL drone with a unique tandem-wing configuration and a lightweight carbon fiber...  
View






















Penguin C Mk2.5 VTOL UAS
Group 3 / NATO Class I UAS with long endurance, long-range, low logistical footprint
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Group 3 / NATO Class I UAS with long endurance, long-range, low logistical footprint
...enguin C Mk2.5 VTOL is a versatile medium-altitude long-endurance (MALE) UAS with a hybrid VTOL...  
View






















C100 Heavy-Lift Quadcopter
Foldable long-endurance heavy payload drone
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Foldable long-endurance heavy payload drone
...ght and power) drone easily folds down into a small rucksack and can be deployed and airborne in...  
View






















Skiron-X Small Unmanned Aerial System
Group 2 ISR UAV with eVTOL capability
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Group 2 ISR UAV with eVTOL capability
The Skiron Expeditionary sUAS (SKIRON-X) is a Group 2 sUAS that combines the simple operation of an ...  
View






















MIDAS Counter UAS System (C-UAS)
Autonomous AI-enabled anti-drone defense system
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Autonomous AI-enabled anti-drone defense system
...ular Intercept Drone Avionics Set) is an AI-enabled multirotor interceptor drone for effective... ...rora's counter-drone solutions feature intuitive ground control software that requires only minimal... 
View






















X8 Heavy-Duty Multirotor Drone
Versatile hybrid power heavy-payload drone for industrial & public safety applications
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Versatile hybrid power heavy-payload drone for industrial & public safety applications
...ful multirotor drone that delivers a flight endurance of over 2.5 hours and payload capacity of up... ...ged industrial UAV platform is engineered for high performance under highly challenging conditions,... 
View






















Dagger 2.0 UAV
Advanced fixed-wing drone for BVLOS surveillance & sensor deployment
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Advanced fixed-wing drone for BVLOS surveillance & sensor deployment
...ced fixed-wing UAV platform with a highly efficient low-drag canard design and a 2-metre wingspan,...  
View






















Dagger 2.7 UAV
Long-endurance BVLOS fixed-wing UAV with large payload capacity
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Long-endurance BVLOS fixed-wing UAV with large payload capacity
...ced fixed-wing UAV platform with a highly efficient low-drag canard design and a 2.7-metre wingspan,...  
View






















Sword Cargo 5.0
Long-range heavy lifting cargo delivery drone
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Long-range heavy lifting cargo delivery drone
...cargo delivery drone platform with a 5-metre wingspan. With a payload capacity of 50 to 150 kg, it...  
View






















HYCOPTER Hydrogen-powered Drone
Hydrogen-powered multirotor UAV
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Hydrogen-powered multirotor UAV
...red multirotor UAV designed for long-endurance data collection and surveillance missions. With a...  
View






















Spirit Coaxial Rotor VTOL UAS
Modular coaxial drone with compact cylindrical airframe
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Modular coaxial drone with compact cylindrical airframe
...AS is a unique VTOL UAS featuring a proven coaxial rotor design and a compact cylindrical body. With... ... bottom of the drone. This allows the UAS to be configured for a range of missions with versatility... 
View






















P330 VTOL Drone
VTOL drone for surveying and mapping
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VTOL drone for surveying and mapping
...f and landing (VTOL) fixed-wing unmanned aircraft system (UAS), specially designed for aerial...  
View






















BB4 – LiDAR Mapping Drone
Advanced mapping and survey UAV for LiDAR or photogrammetry
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Advanced mapping and survey UAV for LiDAR or photogrammetry
...NAV - a global manufacturer specialized in efficient geospatial measurement technologies - and its...  
View






















Ranger P2X Unmanned Helicopter
Long Endurance Electric Unmanned Helicopter
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Long Endurance Electric Unmanned Helicopter
...ned helicopter drone that features a modular quick-disassembly design, allowing the aircraft to be...  
View






















UVH-25EL Unmanned Helicopter
Industrial grade VTOL UAV for surveillance and monitoring
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Industrial grade VTOL UAV for surveillance and monitoring
The UVH-25EL is an industrial-grade electric unmanned helicopter with rechargeable Li-Ion batterie...  
View






















UVH-170 Unmanned Helicopter
Drone helicopter with 4-stroke gasoline engine
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Drone helicopter with 4-stroke gasoline engine
The UVH 170 is a four-stroke gasoline engine-powered unmanned helicopter specially designed with i...  
View






















Khronos
All-in-one tethered drone-in-a-box solution
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All-in-one tethered drone-in-a-box solution
... an all-in-one drone-in-a-box system that is designed for both fixed and mobile applications and is...  
View






















ILM Industrial Quadcopter
Portable intermediate-lift multirotor drone with 11 lb payload capacity
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Portable intermediate-lift multirotor drone with 11 lb payload capacity
ASW's Intermediate Lift Multirotor (ILM) is an industrial-grade quadcopter that can carry up to 11 l...  
View






















HLM Industrial Quadcopter
Versatile heavy-lift drone with 31 lb capacity and maximum undercarriage space
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Versatile heavy-lift drone with 31 lb capacity and maximum undercarriage space
ASW's Heavy Lift Multirotor (HLM) Quadcopter is an industrial-grade UAS that can carry up to 31 lbs ...  
View






















HLM Industrial Octocopter
Class-leading 66 lb payload capacity for specialized missions
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Class-leading 66 lb payload capacity for specialized missions
ASW's industrial-grade Heavy Lift Multirotor (HLM) Octocopter is the company's largest and most powe...  
View






















HLM Industrial Hexacopter
Heavy-payload drone with enhanced stability and 56 lb capacity
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Heavy-payload drone with enhanced stability and 56 lb capacity
ASW's Heavy Lift Multirotor (HLM) Hexacopter is an industrial-grade UAS that can carry up to 56 lbs ...  
View






















Flyby F-11 Drone
NDAA-compliant autonomous quadcopter UAV with powerful AI & ML capabilities
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NDAA-compliant autonomous quadcopter UAV with powerful AI & ML capabilities
...ile quadcopter drone developed and assembled in the United States with a fully NDAA-compliant supply... ...e areas on the drone. It can be equipped with a wide variety of payloads for true multi-mission... 
View






















VA25 VTOL UAV
Long endurance VTOL drone
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Long endurance VTOL drone
T-DRONES VA25 is a long endurance VTOL UAV can fly for up to 210 minutes with 1kg payload....  
View






















Ultra 2XL Heavy-Lifting Drone
Heavy-lift multi-mission drone with coaxial rotors
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Heavy-lift multi-mission drone with coaxial rotors
The Ultra 2XL is a state-of-the-art heavy-lift UAS platform featuring a unique and highly stable coa...  
View






















Half-Pint Heavy Payload UAS
Versatile heavy-payload UAS with turbojet gas-driven propulsion
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Versatile heavy-payload UAS with turbojet gas-driven propulsion
...ged helicopter UAV is easy to operate and thanks to a low number of moving parts, requires minimal...  
View






















Beluga – All-electric quadcopter UAV
Versatile multi-mission drone for logistics, last-mile delivery, ISR & mapping
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Versatile multi-mission drone for logistics, last-mile delivery, ISR & mapping
...ile quadcopter UAV can be fitted with a cargo bay, or with a variety of sensors and payloads...  
View






















Firefly VTOL Target Drones
Reconfigurable propeller driven Target Drones
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Reconfigurable propeller driven Target Drones
The defense industry has always struggled with the recurring costs of target drones used for trainin...  
View






















Alpha 900 Helicopter UAV
STANAG-compliant for maritime ISR Missions and Border Control
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STANAG-compliant for maritime ISR Missions and Border Control
...red helicopter UAV designed specifically for the demanding requirements of maritime surveillance,...  
View






















Alpha 800 UAV Helicopter
Versatile small unmanned helicopter for ISTAR and Civilian missions
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Versatile small unmanned helicopter for ISTAR and Civilian missions
...red helicopter UAV. The Alpha 800 is a reliable and versatile platform that has much lower...  
View






















Firefly
Gasoline engine-powered VTOL target drone
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Gasoline engine-powered VTOL target drone
...ly aerodynamic VTOL aerial target drone that uses electric motors for takeoff and landing and a...  
View






















Firebolt
Turbojet-powered VTOL target drone
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Turbojet-powered VTOL target drone
...rbojet-powered VTOL aerial target designed for testing a wide variety of weapons platforms,...  
View






















Survair
Hybrid VTOL mapping, inspection & surveillance drone
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Hybrid VTOL mapping, inspection & surveillance drone
...durance hybrid VTOL drone that is specifically designed for professional mapping and surveying...  
View






















SkyExpress
VTOL Cargo Delivery Drone
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VTOL Cargo Delivery Drone
...keoff/landing (VTOL) drone that is customized for drone-based deliveries of food and critical...  
View






















AlienX
VTOL drone for ISR & cargo delivery
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VTOL drone for ISR & cargo delivery
...largest hybrid VTOL drone. With a 10 kilogram payload capacity, it is ideal for drone delivery...  
View






















SkyInspector
Long Range Quadcopter for inspection & surveillance
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Long Range Quadcopter for inspection & surveillance
...ity quadcopter drone platform designed for industrial inspection and security surveillance....  
View






















Pelican
Fixed-wing VTOL drone for critical healthcare cargo delivery
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Fixed-wing VTOL drone for critical healthcare cargo delivery
...rid fixed-wing VTOL UAS specifically designed to safely and efficiently transport critical...  
View






















SDO 50 V2 Helicopter UAV
Versatile long-range autonomous helicopter drone
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Versatile long-range autonomous helicopter drone
The SDO 50 V2 is a state-of-the-art unmanned helicopter with a flight endurance of over 3 hours and ...  
View






















MX860 Coaxial Multirotor Drone
Long endurance industrial drone
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Long endurance industrial drone
...al multi-rotor UAV with improved safety performance, load capacity and flight time. ...  
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M1500 Hexacopter
Large payload long endurance industrial UAV
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Large payload long endurance industrial UAV
...nce industrial UAV capable of flying up to 58 minutes with a 5kg payload. ...  
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M1200 Multirotor Drone
Long endurance large payload industrial drone
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Long endurance large payload industrial drone
The M1200, designed for surveying and 3D mapping, has the capabilities to fly for over 70 minutes wi...  
View






















M690Pro Quadcopter
Long endurance multi-functional UAV
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Long endurance multi-functional UAV
The M690Pro is a long endurance quadcopter in a portable backpack design capable of flying up to 55 ...  
View






















M690B Multirotor Drone
Industrial quadcoptor designed to support a wide range of operations
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Industrial quadcoptor designed to support a wide range of operations
...90B multirotor drone with a smart battery features a lightweight design with long endurance...  
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Noa Hybrid – long-endurance hexacopter
Hybrid gas-electric drone with 175 min flight time
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Hybrid gas-electric drone with 175 min flight time
...nce hexacopter drone with a hybrid gas-electric powertrain, enabling the aircraft to fly for up to...  
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DeltaQuad VTOL UAV
Fully-Electric Hybrid VTOL Fixed Wing UAV
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Fully-Electric Hybrid VTOL Fixed Wing UAV
......
The DeltaQuad Pro VTOL UAV is available in the following models:
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Zoe Zetona – professional multirotor drone
Lightweight commercial drone with front-mounted payload
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Lightweight commercial drone with front-mounted payload
...loy multirotor drone based on the proven Zoe platform. It features a unique 2-axis gimbal that...  
View






















Ranger Pro 1100 Drone
Rugged quadcopter with versatile payload capabilities
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Rugged quadcopter with versatile payload capabilities
.... The portable drone features folding arms and a removable landing gear, and fits into a compact... ...y customizable drone platform can be engineered to carry almost any sensor or payload, including... 
View






















Tango VTOL UAV
Hybrid gas-electric drone for tactical operations
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Hybrid gas-electric drone for tactical operations
...s a fixed-wing VTOL UAV that can be equipped with fully electric power or a hybrid gasoline-electric...  
View






















SkyEye Sierra VTOL UAV
Fixed-wing electric VTOL UAV for long-endurance operations
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Fixed-wing electric VTOL UAV for long-endurance operations
... SkyEye Sierra VTOL is a multipurpose vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV that can be...  
View






















Sonda X8 UAS
Foldable multi-mission octocopter
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Foldable multi-mission octocopter
...tor octocopter drone that can be equipped with a wide range of cameras and payloads as well as...  
View






















Orion 2.2 TE
Tactical tethered drone for defense & government
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Tactical tethered drone for defense & government
..., allowing the drone to lift up to 5kg....  
View






















Black Swift E2 Inspection Quadcopter UAS
Autonomous quadcopter aerial inspection drone
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Autonomous quadcopter aerial inspection drone
...ced quadcopter drone that has been specifically engineered for high-accuracy, up-close structural...  
View






















Acecore Neo Octocopter
Weatherproof octocopter for heavy lift and security operations.
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Weatherproof octocopter for heavy lift and security operations.
...ift multirotor drone powered by eight motors, designed to easily handle bulky cameras and payloads...  
View






















Acecore Zoe Quadcopter
Portable quadcopter for high wind inspection, security and mapping.
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Portable quadcopter for high wind inspection, security and mapping.
...ble quadcopter drone with a foldable design for easy transportation and deployment. With a maximum...  
View






















Acecore Noa Hexacopter
Persistent hexacopter for extreme flight times and heavy payloads.
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Persistent hexacopter for extreme flight times and heavy payloads.
...ful hexacopter drone designed for experienced pilots looking to expand beyond the capabilities of...  
View






















CAMCOPTER S-100 VTOL UAS
VTOL UAS for Civil and Military Applications
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VTOL UAS for Civil and Military Applications
...gh-performance VTOL UAS that is capable of operating day or night in harsh weather conditions. It...  
View






















SKELDAR V-200 VTOL Drone
Heavy-fuel, ITAR-free tactical VTOL drone for long-endurance missions
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Heavy-fuel, ITAR-free tactical VTOL drone for long-endurance missions
...�SKELDAR V-200 VTOL unmanned helicopter is a flexible, versatile aircraft that is ideal for both...  
View
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360° EO/IR Gimbal Integrated with ISR Drone
Event 38 Unmanned Systems has introduced NextVision's 360-degree gimballed EO/IR cameras onto the E400 eVTOL ISR drone
 Apr 10, 2024


















UAVOS Unmanned Helicopter Deployed for Wildfire Support
UAVOS has deployed the UVH 170 unmanned helicopter for wildfire support, successfully gathering georeferenced data in real time for fire mapping
 Apr 9, 2024


















Aurora Provides sUAS to Validate eVTOL Model
Aurora Swiss Aerospace has provided the ZHAW School of Engineering with sUAS technology to collate data for a future-shaping eVTOL model
 Mar 28, 2024


















Drone Food Delivery Partnership Expands to the U.S.
Wing has partnered with DoorDash, using fast & effective drones to deliver smaller items, traveling at around 65 mph, then hovering and lowering the order right outside the customer’s doorstep
 Mar 27, 2024


















HoverCrane Drones Awarded U.S. Air Force Contract
HoverCrane has been contracted to provide the US Air Force with their autonomous aerial cargo transport vehicle — able to carry 10-50lbs and take-off & land in rough terrain — for tactical evaluation
 Mar 26, 2024


















Partnership for Remotely Monitoring & Automating Substation Inspections
Skydio drones and MEPPI’s Power-I platform provide an end-to-end solution enabling utilities to collect and analyze volumes of data with efficiency, consistency and accuracy while being safer
 Mar 19, 2024


















Black Swift Technologies Talks to UST
Innovation leaders Black Swift Technologies sit down with UST to discuss the latest development of unmanned systems for cutting-edge scientific applications
 Mar 18, 2024


















Partnership to Advance UAS Firefighting Capabilities
Helitak’s firefighting tanks will enhance Phenix Solutions’ Ultra 2XL aircraft, aiming to set new standards for UAS mission-critical firefighting equipment and capabilities
 Mar 5, 2024


















Acecore Technologies Supporting Icelandic Authorities Following Devastating Volcanic Eruptions
Acecore Technologies is deploying sophisticated hybrid drone technology with ground-penetrating radar to assess the aftermath of volcanic eruptions around Grindavik in Iceland
 Feb 28, 2024
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Innoflight Technology
Innovative UAV Platforms for Commercial & Industrial Applications | Advanced EFI Drone Propulsion Solutions
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Aero Systems West
Ready To Fly NDAA-compliant Industrial Heavy Lift Drones and Drone Parachute Systems
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Skydio
Powerful AI-Based Autonomous Drone Solutions For Asset Inspection, ISR & Other Mission Critical Applications
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FlyingBasket
Commercial Heavy-Payload Drones for Heavy-Lift Cargo Transportation & Logistics
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Flyby Robotics
AI-Powered, US-made, Autonomous Drones With Versatile Open Payload Capabilities
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PteroDynamics
Autonomous Folding-Wing VTOL UAV for Long Range & Superior Endurance
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Phenix Solutions
Heavy Lifting Coaxial Helicopter Drones for Cargo, Logistics, Forestry & Firefighting
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Eurolink Systems
All-Electric Aerodynamic Drone for Medical & Last Mile Delivery, Precision Agriculture, Search & Rescue, Surveillance
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ElevonX
Fixed-Wing Hybrid VTOL UAVs - Electric & Petrol - for Endurance Operations
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Alpha Unmanned Systems
Helicopter UAVs: Rotary Wing Drones for Maritime, Naval & Security Operations | UAS GCS
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Newcastle Manufacturing
Rugged Armored Quadcopter Drones for Military Surveillance & Recon
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Woot Tech Aerospace
Commercial Drones for Delivery, Surveying, Agriculture, Security & Mapping - Target Drones - UAS GCS
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Velos Rotors
Unmanned Helicopter UAVs: Single Rotor VTOL Drones for LiDAR Surveys, Cargo & Medical Deliveries
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WaveAerospace
All-Weather Electric Quadcopters & Unmanned Aircraft - High Wind Resistant & Weatherproof UAVs
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T-DRONES
Industrial & Multirotor Drones | Drone Motors, UAV ESC & Propellers
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Edge Autonomy
Long-Endurance Fixed-Wing & Hybrid VTOL UAVs | UAV Payload Camera Systems | Power Systems
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ISS Aerospace
Autonomous Drone Design, Manufacturing and Operations For Wide Area Actionable UAS Intelligence
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Fly Dragon Drone Tech
Long-Range Fixed Wing Drones, VTOL Airframes, Tandem-Wing UAV & Sprayers | Ground Stations, Drone Generators & Drone Motor Kits
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DeltaQuad
Hybrid VTOL Fixed Wing UAV for Autonomous Mapping, Surveillance, Inspection and VTOL Cargo Applications
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Performance Drone Works (PDW)
Autonomous ISR UAVs - Foldable FPV Drones, Endurance Heavy-Payload Drones | Ground Controllers & C2 Radio Links
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Aurora Flight Sciences
Uncrewed Aircraft Systems (UAS) | Optionally Piloted Aircraft (OPA) | Counter-UAS (CUAS) Interceptor Drones
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WISPR Systems
Customizable, Industrial Quadcopter Drone for Aerial Mapping, Surveying & Inspections
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XER Technologies
Heavy-Duty, Heavy Payload Drones for Industrial Inspections, Public Safety and Search & Rescue
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Gadfin
Fixed-Wing Hybrid Drones for Long-Range Medical Package Delivery & Infrastructure Inspections
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Cannon Dynamics
Customizable, Long-Range Fixed-Wing Drones - Twin-Wing Design Heavy Lifting Drones
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H3 Dynamics
Hydrogen-Powered Drones, Fuel Cell Propulsion Systems & Drone-in-a-Box Stations | Hydrogen Engineering Services
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TEKEVER
Fixed-Wing UAV Systems: Modular VTOL, Long-Range Maritime UAV, Tactical ISR UAS
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Ascent AeroSystems
Lightweight & Modular Coaxial Drone for Public Safety, Emergency Response & Disaster Relief
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HD Air Studio
Drone Camera Gimbals, Mounts & Stabilizers - Custom and COTS Gimbals
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Volatus Aerospace
Drone Technology Supplier & Drone Service Provider for Public Safety, Transportation & Training
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SwissDrones
 VTOL Helicopter UAV for long-range BVLOS aerial surveillance, search & rescue and inspection missions
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CHC Navigation
GNSS Positioning & Navigation Systems, Mobile Mapping UAV LiDAR & Unmanned Surface Vehicles
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Ziyan UAS
Electric Unmanned Helicopters & Supporting Unmanned Aircraft Equipment
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Black Swift Technologies
Autonomous UAS, Research & Inspection UAVs for Industrial Inspection, Survey & Mapping
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Acecore Technologies
Professional Drones, Quadcopters, Multirotors & Hexacopters for Cinematography, Survey & Inspection
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UAVOS Inc.
VTOL and Fixed Wing UAVs, Autopilots, Engines, GCS, Components and Payloads for UAS
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Schiebel Group
VTOL UAS for Civil and Military Applications
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Elistair
Tethered Drone Systems for Military and Commercial Applications
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UMS SKELDAR
VTOL UAS for Tactical Coastal & Land-Based Missions
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Ukrspecsystems
Fixed Wing UAS & Gyro Stabilized Gimbals for Surveillance & Inspections
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Join Thousands of Unmanned Systems Professionals
Create a UST Pro account to get full website access, the weekly eBrief and exclusive event discounts.
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Unmanned Systems Technology showcases the latest technologies and engineering innovations from component, service and platform suppliers within the unmanned systems industry.
The website covers all categories and classes of unmanned/uncrewed systems: Air vehicles (UAV/UAS/drones), Ground Vehicles and Robotic Systems (UGVs), Surface and Subsea vehicles (USV, AUV, UUV, ROV). Keep up to date with our regular news listings and events/exhibitions within the industry.
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Subscribe to the Weekly eBrief
The latest engineering and technical developments straight to your inbox - join thousands of engineers who receive it.
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